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U of T lab results �nds coating on mask
'deactivates' 99% of SARS-CoV-2 virus
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An antimicrobial coating developed by Quebec company I3 BioMedical Inc. can "deactivate" 99% of SARS-CoV-

2 virus, which causes COVID-19. Lab tests were conducted by University of Toronto scientists over several

months. SUPPLIED / I3 BIOMEDICAL INC.

A University of Toronto professor says lab tests show that the antimicrobial
coating developed by a Canadian surgical mask manufacturing company can
“deactivate” more than 99% of the SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes COVID-19,
within a half-hour period.

The discovery, led by professor Scott Gray-Owen at the university’s department
of molecular genetics at the Faculty of Medicine, was made last week after
scientists tested the TrioMed Active Mask coating developed by Quebec’s I3
BioMedical Inc. with patient samples of the virus supplied by Sunnybrook
Hospital since mid-March in its high-tech containment level three (CL3) lab.

“The coating was known to kill bacteria, but their breakthrough was they �gured
out a way to directly bring the chemicals to the surface of the mask material,”
said Gray-Owen in an interview Thursday.

“It’s not on the inside of the mask, it’s on the outside. It’s bound in a way that
doesn’t leech off your skin. They’ve done work before to show that the surface
of this mask could kill various bacteria, including in�uenza. Public Health
Agency of Canada wanted them to con�rm this could deactivate CoV-2 virus.”

Gray-Owen said they applied the virus to the mask with the coating and then
another sample without the coating.

 

“If we apply the virus to the mask with the coating, we’re not able to recover any
infectious virus,” he said. “We use a monkey kidney cancer cell. When a single
virus particle of SARS CoV-2 gets into one of these kidney cells, it replicates
quickly and kills the cell. We left it for 10 days and didn’t see any signs of the
virus.”

Gray-Owen said the coated mask can protect the mask-wearer in several ways —
if the mask-wear is infected with the CoV-2 virus and sneezes, those droplets
would get caught in the coating and deactivated on their way out, so they don’t
infect others around them.
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“But also, if someone was beside me and they were infected and they talked to
me and it got on the outside of my mask, or if my hands were contaminated and
I touch my mask, then it should deactivate that. It should in theory, have a
protective effect.”

The coated surgical masks could only be for one-time use and not washable.

An antimicrobial coating developed by Quebec company I3 BioMedical Inc. can “deactivate”

99% of SARS-CoV-2 virus, which causes COVID-19. Lab tests were conducted by University

of Toronto scientists, including Professor Scott Gray-Owen (pictured), over several months.

SUPPLIED / UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

The professor said the deactivation of the virus takes place in minutes, but they
were still doing more research on exact timing — less than a half-hour is safe to
say, Gray-Owen gathers.

“There are a large number of groups that are testing surface coating — on door
handles, table surfaces — as far as I know, this is the �rst demonstration done
on a soft material coating that can deactivate the virus,” he said.

“I would say we are facing a PPE shortage. In a high-containment research lab,
we have a real problem getting N95 masks,” he said. “There is a real panic that if
there’s a second wave, there could be more of a shortage. We can have an
appreciation that we do have the capacity to make these masks in Canada.”

Pierre-Jean Messier, the executive chairperson for I3 BioMedical Inc. said the
masks with the coating have already been supplied to healthcare workers
across Canada and are also available for the public to buy at drugstores.

He said he likely wouldn’t consider adapting the microbial coating technology to
cloth face masks — what public health professionals have recommended
members of the public wear — because cloth masks don’t reach a high standard
of quality they require for the coating to work.

“About 100 years ago, we had the Spanish Flu and the basic protection those
days was the cloth mask,” he said. “Going back 100 years tends to defeat the
purpose of protection. The devices, while they look alike, are completely
different and ours have to meet different standards of testing, which are very
rigourous.”
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